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When ligands and receptors are both attached on surfaces, because
of the restriction of configurational freedom, their recognition
kinetics may be substantially reduced as compared with freely
diffusing species. In nature, this reduction may influence the
efficiency of the capture and adhesion of circulating cells. Here we
show that similar consequences are observed for colloids grafted
with biomolecules that are used as probes for diagnostics. We
exploit Brownian magnetic colloids that self-assemble into linear
chains to show also that the resulting one-dimensional confine-
ment considerably accelerates the recognition rate between
grafted receptors and their ligands. We propose that because
confinement significantly augments the colliding frequency, it also
causes a large increase in the attempt frequency of the recognition.
This work gives the basis of a rapid, homogeneous, and highly
sensitive bioanalysis method.

association rate � bioassay � magnetic colloids � specific adhesion

D iagnostics techniques are generally based on building a
specific immunocomplex structure in which the antigen to

be detected is recognized by two antibodies (1–8). Early immu-
nochemistry was based on precipitation of large complexes made
of antibodies and antigens. Following the same track, the use of
Brownian particles significantly improved the detection sensi-
tivity, because of the increase in scattered light when aggregation
between grafted colloids takes place. As the most simple but very
generic example, let us consider an antigen Ag having two
different epitopes for two antibodies, A and B. To reveal the
presence of such antigen, particles grafted with A and B anti-
bodies are mixed with the sample to be analyzed. The formation
of small clusters is then expected, at a rate depending on many
factors. Change in light scattering due to the presence of these
small clusters will reveal the existence of sandwich-like struc-
tures: A–Ag–B (latex agglutination immunoassay). These homo-
geneous assays, as opposed to heterogeneous assays in which
washing steps are necessary before detection, are today by far the
most simple and straightforward assays. They were introduced
�40 years ago (2), and today several hundred different tests
based on this principle can be found on the market, mainly for
infectious disease detection and protein quantification, as long as
the antigen concentration to be detected is �1 nmol�liter (1).
Meanwhile, many diagnostic assays require sensitivity in the
picomolar range. They are presently performed by using a
heterogeneous approach (such as ELISA) (1). For that range of
concentration, if we were still to consider the same homogeneous
approach, it would in principle take too long. Indeed, decreasing
the number of antigens to be detected implies also decreasing the
number of particles in solution,† and thus the particles’ colliding
frequency. Therefore, at these very low antigen concentrations,
the encounter frequency between species becomes a critical
issue to consider.

In this work, we demonstrate conditions that accelerate spe-
cific recognition between grafted ligands and receptors, giving
the basis of a rapid, homogeneous, and highly sensitive bioanaly-
sis method. Under a homogeneous magnetic field, Brownian
magnetic colloids can transport and hold the reactants in the

vicinity, considerably increasing the colliding frequency. Be-
cause the used particles are superparamagnetic with a high
susceptibility, the resulting magnetic colloidal forces induce a
fast chaining process (9): the time scale for bringing two colloidal
particles at contact in the presence of a magnetic field H and at
an initial volume fraction �, is given by

� �
6�

��0�2H2, [1]

where � is the viscosity of the surrounding fluid, �0 is the vacuum
magnetic permeability, and � is the magnetic susceptibility of the
particles (10). For typical experiments (B � �0H � 20 mT, � �
0.95, � � 0.03%, and � � 0.001 Pa�s), the time � to nucleate
chains is �1 s. These chains persist as long as the field is
maintained and allows for rapid formation of ligands–receptors–
ligands links between pairs of particles within the chain. To
quantify the influence of this one-dimensional confinement on
the recognition rate, we detect the resultant colloidal doublets
that remain after the field is switched off, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

As a quantitative demonstration, we use ovalbumin as a model
ligand. Colloidal magnetic particles 200 nm in diameter
(Ademtech, Pessac, France) are grafted with polyclonal IgG
rabbit anti-ovalbumin antibodies as a model for receptors (Ber-
tin Technologies, Montigny-le-Bretonneux, France), with �30
antibodies per particle. The colloids volume fraction � is 0.03%
and corresponds to a particle concentration Cp of 120 pmol�liter.
A final concentration Cova of ovalbumin is adjusted, each sample
is first incubated for 1 min at 25°C, and then a homogeneous field
of 20 mT is applied for 5 min. The same experiment is also
performed with zero field. Optical density, defined as OD �
�logI�I0, where I and I0 are, respectively, the transmitted and
incident light intensity, is measured at a wavelength of 700 nm
before and after the field is applied. The difference is plotted in
Fig. 2 as a function of Cova. In the absence of field, the signal is
low, reflecting the very limited number of persisting doublets
and therefore the inefficiency of free Brownian collisions on that
time scale. By contrast, in the presence of a 20-mT field, a
turbidity difference can be measured down to picomolar con-
centrations. For Cova much less than Cp, only doublets of particles
can form, allowing a straightforward determination of the
absolute concentration of links Clink from this turbidity differ-
ence (see Methods). The slope of Clink as a function of Cova in the
presence of 20-mT magnetic field is found to be close to 1 (Fig.
3), which demonstrates that essentially all of the antigens are
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†In the regime of low antigen concentration, the particle number is large compared with
the antigen number, so only doublets of particles can form. The light scattered by
nonaggregated beads will add to the signal originating from the doublets. Turbidity
measurements typically resolve better than a 1% intensity variation, so the concentration
of beads in solution must not exceed 100 times the concentration of antigen.
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recruited within the links in 5 min. In the absence of field, the
slope is �10�2, which shows that in the case of freely diffusing
particles, the agglutination rate is 100 times slower. Therefore,
in 5 min without field, less than one-hundredth of the total
ovalbumin antigens is recruited within particles links. We have
repeated the same experiment at various magnetic field from 0
up to 60 mT. Below the onset of chaining (10 mT), we find almost
the same slope as for zero field, whereas above this threshold, we

systematically find the characteristic rapid behavior depicted in
Fig. 2.

Discussion and Conclusion
When ligands and receptors are freely diffusing in solution, the
rate of recognition is almost universal because it is diffusion
limited and not affected by the molecular details of the associ-
ation process (11). However, because of the anisotropic nature
of the lock-and-key association, this recognition rate naturally
depends on both translational and rotational diffusion. By using
Schmoluchowski theory, it is possible to estimate the diffusion
time � needed to form a complex C from spherical species A and
B. If we assume that one species concentration is large compared
with the other ([A] �� [B]), we get 1�� � k[A], where k � 4�DR,
D is the relative diffusion coefficient (D � DA � DB), and R is
the sum of the two spheres’ radii (R � RA � RB). However, only
a small patch is reactive on both proteins, and in addition species
must collide with the proper orientation. As a consequence of
these two intrinsic constraints, the Schmoluchowski rate k is
slowed down by a factor f, the so-called steric factor, which can
be estimated from geometrical assumption (12). If A is uniformly
reactive, and B is anisotropic (rotational diffusion coefficient Dr,
reactive patch of radius rp with 	0 � rp�RB), the steric factor
reduces to (12)

f �

��2 � sin�	0�2�cos�	0�2�


��2 � cot�	0�2�
, [2]

where


 � �1 � DrR2�D. [3]

We can directly apply this diffusion theory to estimate the
duration time of the two distinct steps leading to doublet
formation. In our experiment, the first step consists of the
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Fig. 1. The magnetic agglutination assay method. (Step 1) Magnetic particles
grafted with polyclonal antibodies (or two different monoclonal antibodies) are
mixed with the sample, which contains the antigens. Antigens are first captured
by grafted beads. (Step 2) The application of a magnetic field induces a magnetic
dipole in each bead, allowing an almost instantaneous formation of chains.
Essentially all particles that have captured an antigen will form a link with its
neighbor. After typically only a few minutes, the magnetic field is switched off,
and because of Brownian motion only doublets that are linked remain. (Step 3)
Doublets are detected by a turbidimetric measurement.
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Fig. 2. Optical density difference measured with a UV�vis spectrophotom-
eter (Lambda 35; PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA), before and after the applica-
tion of the magnetic field B, vs. ovalbumin concentration. Open circles, B � 20
mT; filled squares, B � 0 mT. The sample contains ovalbumin in a phosphate
buffer (12 mM; pH 7.5) with 0.2% Tween 20. The sample is first incubated for
1 min at 25°C, and then magnetic field is applied for 5 min.
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Fig. 3. Doublets concentration vs. ovalbumin concentration. Circles, B � 20
mT. In the presence of field, the slope is close to 1, indicating that all antigens
participate to doublets. In the absence of field, the slope is �10�2 (data not
shown). This result suggests a rapid and homogeneous diagnostic test. The
limit of detection of this technique can be inferred from Clink at Cova � 0.
Indeed, the zero-dose value of Clink is measuring the noise background due to
nonspecific doublets that form during the 5-min assay under field. We get
Clink � 1–3 pmol�liter as compared with Cp � 120 pmol�liter, so approximately
one-hundredth of the particles are linked because of nonspecific interactions.
This intercept sets a lower limit of detection of �1 pmol�liter for this approach
as compared with 1 nmol�liter for standard agglutination homogeneous
immunoassays.
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capture of the antigen on the beads. For free antigen in solution
(RB � 5 nm, rp � 0.25 nm) and homogeneously reactive spheres
(RA � 100 nm, concentration 10�10 M), k � 3 	 1010 M�1�s�1,
and f � 0.2, which leads to �1 of �2 s. The second step consists
of bridging one colloidal particle, which has already captured one
antigen, with another particle. In the absence of field, only free
diffusion is involved, and �2 is estimated to be �1 min (homo-
geneously reactive particles at concentration 10�10 M with radius
RB � 100 nm and rp � 0.25 nm, so k � 6 	 109 M�1�s�1 and f �
3 	 10�2). Note that these two predicted time scales are certainly
underestimated and should be considered as upper limits, be-
cause the assumption of uniformly reactive spheres is too
optimistic. We have indeed measured 30 antibodies per particle,
which is far below the estimated monolayer threshold of �1,000
per particle (‡, 13).

In our experiment, the first step requires an incubation time
of �1 min, in good agreement with the previous diffusion-based
estimation. By contrast, in the absence of field, the second step
would require �8 h, as deduced from the slope of Fig. 3. We can
therefore conclude that the previous diffusion-based model does
not hold once grafted biomolecules are concerned. Some repul-
sive colloidal forces could be responsible for this slowdown;
however, because we do not find any role of the field strength
above the onset of chaining, we can rule out this contribution as
a major effect. We believe that the immobilization of the
biomolecules onto colloidal surfaces causes restrictions to their
dynamics, which drops further down the steric factor as com-
pared with a nongrafted case. To improve the rate of colloidal
bridging, we must therefore augment the attempt frequency.
One simple way consists of increasing the particles’ colliding
frequency by locally increasing the particle concentration; this
result is readily obtained from chaining magnetic colloids with
magnetic field. As deduced from our experiment, the measured

agglutination rate is increased by a factor of 100 above the onset
of chaining. This effect shifts the detection threshold of the latex
agglutination immunoassay homogeneous bioassay down to 1
pmol�liter, making these simple methods as sensitive as heter-
ogeneous approaches. However, although confinement has sig-
nificantly increased the agglutination rate, it also raises the
delicate question of the coupling between translation and rota-
tion in such confined geometry and therefore the ultimate
limitation of this approach.

This letter gives the basis of a previously unreported homo-
geneous assay for protein detection with high sensitivity. Indeed,
because magnetic colloids can immediately self assemble under
field, they are very efficient carriers, considerably reducing the
diffusion time; most importantly, magnetic forces can hold
colloids and reactants in vicinity, which increases the sampling
frequency, allowing a more rapid reaction. These results also
demonstrate the relatively slower process of recognition when
both ligand and receptor are grafted onto colloidal surfaces.

Methods
Turbidity measurement relies on the fact that a doublet scatters
more light than two separate beads. If � is the ratio of the total
scattered light intensity by one doublet to the total scattered light
intensity by one particle, the optical density difference before
and after the magnetic field is applied will be ODa � ODb �
h�a2Qscat(� � 2)n2�2.3, where h is the optical path length, a is
the particle radius, Qscat is the scattering efficiency of one
particle, and n2 is the density number of doublets. Qscat � 0.23
and � � 2.45 are numerically computed by using Mie Theory
(14) using freely available software (ftp:��ftp.eng.auburn.edu�
pub�dmckwski�scatcodes�index.html) with the measured parti-
cle optical index (1.78 � 0.02i at 633 nm) and the measured
particle diameter (200 nm).
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